How to make Blossom Buds

Steps:
1. Cut the felt into small squares.
2. Take a flower stencil and trace the shape onto the felt.
3. Cut the felt into flower shapes, following the outlines. You can cut two pieces of felt at a time to get more flowers and reduce time.
4. Take two flower cut-outs and shift them in place as shown in Picture 3, so the second flower is visible. You can mix and match colors and even shapes!
5. Fold the two pieces in half and use a scissor to cut two indents in the middle of the flower.
6. Take a pipe cleaner and ring it through the two slots. Fold the end of the pipe cleaner and twist it together so the flower is in place and is resting on one end of the pipe cleaner.
7. Make more until you have a bouquet! You can spray the flowers with catnip spray, or marinade them in loose catnip. Place the catnip-scented Flower Drops on a cat’s kennel door and enjoy watching the cats play!

Supplies Needed:
• Stiff felt fabric
• Flower-shaped stencils
• Pipe cleaners
• Scissors
• Catnip spray/catnip
• Pen or marker

Drop off donations at any ACC location and cats and humans alike will be grateful! Please visit nycacc.org or email donate@nycacc.org for details.